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Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Afternoon
Daily Newspaper
For Murray and
Calloway County
la Our Mita Year

United Press International

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, December 14, 1964

Murray Population 10,101
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•Increase In Car
Ownership Here
:Said At 17.6%
(Owlet to the Ledger and Theses) Borne 33 percent locally are now in
that clam
NEW YORK, Dec 14
The autoThe report, which presents figures
mobile has become a more import- for all parts
of the United States
s
. ant element in daily life in Cello- Is from
the Standard Rate and
way County than ever before.
Data Service
Because of the auto buying broom
It shows that the auto boom has
of the last few years. the number aided other
businesses as wen
011
of cars now in use locally tops all
among those affected are gas statprevious records.
ions. parking lots, steel mills. glass
On the basis of a general survey works,
motels, drive-in-movies and
of America's automobile population.
restauranta, to name a few
it is found that car ownership is
The rise in automobile ownership
comparatively wide-spread in Calhas gone hand -in-hand with the
loway County. Only a small perrise in incomes, as would be expectcentage of families still do not have
ed In the case of the average local
• cars
worker, he is earning more than he
The figures show, as of the first did
previously and is spending more
of ihn year an average of 133 cars,
fcr better living generally.
as for every 100 finishes locally. which
As • result, there has been a net
W is more than in many sectinns of
increase of 17 6 percent in passenger
the country
car ownership in Calloway County
There has been an increase also, •ithin
• pialod
three yams.
in the number of two-car families.
By way of comparison, the United
States as • whore recorded an increase of 12 2 percent, and. the East
South Central States. 14 0 percent.
The number of registered cars
rose from 7,860 to 11.0110
The upsurge has been doe In no
snail mamma to the interne interest of the teen-ages- in cars He
wants to be back of the wheel the
minute he (Ss his license to drive.
Car operation costs will be no
lower next year. it seems, despite
the Government's plan to cut various excise taxes The levies on
We attended an mane event on gasoline, oil. tires and the like will
•Saturday night The annual Murray stay as they are. according to TreaState College Faculty Falicarship sury Secretary Douglas Dillon
tie calk attention to the fact
Dinner vapors:red by the ClimPus
that dime teas. have belie mu•Chaplain's namaptillon
malted to finance the nation's huge
This association is compared of the tughway program
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1 MURRAY

various church representatives on
the campus kite Jackie Fortune for
the Baptists Father Mattingly for
the Catboat-A Bro McKenzie for
the Presbyterians. etc
-•
All the folks there were either college teachers and their wives or
preachers

•

Funeral Of
Mrs. Mollie
Brandon Today

Dr. Leek Evans was the meeker
and he presented • subject fraught
with mem rairnifications moral decry. omitting God from daily life.
The funeral of Mrs Mary Elizaneed for Christian teaching iletbeth MoUlt Brandon, who died on
ling Christianity show throughi
Saturday at 8 40 am,. will be held
this afternoon at 2 00 pm at the
11 He urged all teachers to utilize their
J
H
Churctull Funeral Home
positions to bring about a moral
Chapel
resurgence. a re-recognItion that
Elm Lake RHey will officiate and
&this nation was formed under God,
burial will be in the Friendship
w and to bend their efforts to bring
Church of Christ cemetery Grandup a morally sound young people
sons will serve as pallbearers
with a .e.nise of responsibility to
Mrs Brandon died following an
scnety to parents and to God
extended illness at her home on
Murray Route Six
11 resounding talk that had its efShe was the widow of the late
fect on those present
Carter 0 Brandon. who died In
1960
Shut looting at folks around the
Survivors Include three daughters
room Many of them had never met Mrs
Laura Travis of Highland
others there and it serious of Park
Michigan, Mrs Arthur SkinIllinnen AS they began to know one ner of
Paducah. and MIAS Carrie
another more mantes were apparent
Brandon of Murray Route Six.
----three S0,114 Brainard of Memphis.
A smile will change • person from and Alvin and James
of Murray
an unpersoriabie individual with Route One She has 17
grandchildapparently no peraonallty, to tire ren and 28 great
grandchildren to
direct opposite A nice looking lady survive
without •smile becomes lovely with
She was a member of the Friendga mile An unartuling man becomes ship Church of Christ
a nice fellow when he smiles
The J. H Churchill Funeral Horne
Is in charge at arrangements
.atlid know folks all over town who
become ten tmusi as nice when they
'
,
smile
-Leek Is the mirrow sometimes Look
as though you Nat lost your last
Mrs Cody Russell underwent mafriend, then give with a big smile jor
surgery at the Carbondale Clinic,
and see the difference.
Carboridaks Ill . Friday morning.
-December 11 She LS reported to
be %uprise-1
be doing fairly well.
Mr and Mrs Russell and chilSae* to the event at- met some dren. Nana
and Cody. Jr . formerly
*dine nice folks
resided at 205 South 12th Street.
Murray Mr Rumen Is ammoniated
People who knew' what they wanted with the University
of Southern IIi to do in lifts prepared themselves ninon.
for It. and now are up to here in
the wort of their chosen field

Larry Tabers
Winner Of
Essay Contest
Larry Dale Tabers. an eight grade
student at
Elementary
Kirksey
Elshool has been selected as the
winner of the Calloway County Soil
Conservation Distort Essay contest.
Larry is the son of Mr and Mrs
Barney Tabers. Route 2, Murray.
He will receive a $2500 savings
bond for first in the county and has
already received $500 for first in
his school.
The winning essay has been entered in the statewide contest where
it will compete with other county
winners tor additional awards.
Second place essay in the. county
was written by Cynthia Cooper,
seventh grade student at Hazel.
Cynthia is the daughter of Mr and
Mrs Hewlett Cooper. Hazel road.
Subject of the essay was "Fish
and Wildlife Conservation - Its
Benefit to My Community."

„..,1101. itoh
kirksey
Is Announced

The honor rob for the Kinney
Elementary School for the second
six week', has been released It is
as follows:
Fourth grade - Carol Bailey.
Vickie Bailey. Keith Black. Becky
Burchett. Brenda Collie. Swan Hall,
Teresa Joseph, Larry Kendall. Rosemary Lamb. Charlotte Mathis. Michael Morton, Darlene Oliver. Sharon Pierce. Emily Ross. Vickie Sanders. Ann Trsughber. Sabrina Tucker. Barbara Wilhford, Stacy Adams,
Gale Broach. and Brenda Rule
Fifth grade
Patricia Tabers.
Gary Lee Potts, Laura Sills. Patti'
Greer Kathviee Hopkins. Dennis
Burkeen, Barry Rose, C. W Bartell, Rhonda Black, Mike Burchett,
Sandra
Hargrove.
Billy
Usrey.
Vickie Gamble. Sherry Mitchell
and Freddie Higgins
Sixth grade
Terry Lee. Terry
Broach, Alan Adams, Kahy
t
Iamb.
and Lani Majors
Seventh grade - Carolyn VenIt must be nice to know a lot about
able. Carol Darnell, Ruth Riley
know
than
rather
to
subject,
One
Barbara Rase. Star Black. Sheila
a little about several isiblects
Marshall, Elisabeth Nance. Debra
Mitchell, Joan Broach. Ronald MelOf course there is another category.
vin. and Barry Cain
lir Mad
hamailual
"knowing nothing about nothing
Eighth grade
Julia Cavitt
- ----Tommy Dyer, Aileen Palmer. Paul
Dr. and Mrs Ralph Woods were
KersturM, all zones - Generally FLOtSS, Susan Young. Charles Harthere Mrs Woods has been ailing fair today through Tuesday. Cold- grove,
Carrie Lane. routs Penderfor about two weeks but says she er today Highs 36 to 42 Continued grass.
Larry Tubers. Melissa Tress.
is !reline dikter now.
cold.
and Marsha Williford

Mrs. Cody Russell
Undergoes Surgery
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Action In Viet
Hotter; GI's
Killed, Wounded
By MICHAEL T. MALLOY
United Press International

Tuesday to 12 men killed. 2 missing and 21 wounded.

SAIGON IRS- Communist commandos knifed into the middle of a
Vietnamese army division headquarters today and exploded a bomb
thst wounded four American officers on their ov.n doorstep
A US military spokesman who
disclosed the Red raid also announced four other new American
casualties in South Viet Nam They
included one killed, one missing in
action, and two wounded
lbe new casualties brought US.
kens is Vietnamese action since

Disclosure of the daring new CornMunist raid carne after official relapse of information of a plane ca-ash
twit killed two Americans There
wps speculation the downed plane.
said to be carrying 30 Vietnamese
commandos, may have been involve/ in a secret mission against North
Viet NUM There were no survivors
The Communist attackers broke
into the htlitop headquarters of the
Vietnamese 5th Division at 3 •m
toda y. and set off • bomb that
wounded the four officers as they
tumbled out of their quarters to
repel the attack.

Eight Automobile Accidents
Reported In Three Day Period
Eight automobile accidents ha e
occurred in the city lernits of blurray from Thursday through Illaturday, according to the records of the
Murray Police Department
Saturday at 11 10 am Irdward
Stanley Cook of Model, Tenn Route
One, driving a 111191 Chevrolet. was
backing into a parking place on
Third Street when Thelma J Nanney uI Ahno, driving a 1910 Olympia,
started to pass. and was hit tri the
side by the Cook car Patrolmen W
H McDougal and Brent Msnrung
covered the accident
The intersection of 12th and Main
Streeta ami the scene of an occident Frktav at 3.40 pm :Deo
titeree. Cheater of- SeaRsoed,On
Lark. driving • 1905 Dodge was
going south on 12th and collided
with the 1961 Chevrolet driven by
Steve L West of 13O2 Olive Street
as he as going north or 12th and
turned left at the same time that
Chester was going straight ahead
after the car in front of him had
usacie a left turn 11w traffic light
was green for the Chester car going south on 12th Street the police
report said.
Another accident Friday at 3.35
pm occurred as Florence Virginia
Ohs e of Murray Route One, driving
• 1959 Chevnion, was corning out
of a driveway at 712 Main and said
she did not see the 1962 Chevrolet,
being driven by Nadine Hutchens
Beane of 1300 Sycamore east tin
Main. and pulled out cd driveway
into the Beane car Patrolman Alvin tams and ?dozen Phillips covered the accident Damage to the

Concert Will
Be Held In
Paris Tonight

Three of the officers were taken
to the ,US Navy Hospital in Saigon
The cdadition of all three men was
described as god"
The fourth officer it-gutted only first .ald for his
wounds

Olive car was to the right front
i fender and to the Beane car on the
left front fender
Friday at 12.45 pni Jacoelyn W.
Clark of Crestwood am going east
on Chtsunis 'sties stir collided with
the 1961 Ford. driven by Mrs Nova
(Continued On Paft• 31

Letter to the Editor
To the Enitor
It is aimost, bit. not tryiee
ins. to reed 'letters most every day
in various papers and magazines
from opterniatic people who claim
the 26 million votes for Goldwater
were a personal endorsement. but
It is my considered opinion the vast
majority were voting Republican
rather than for the man and his
John BIrcherlike tendencies
The overwhelming majority. Democrats and Republicans, realize the
irrationality of statements such as.
"we are losing our cherished freedoms- free enterprise is lost our youth are losing Incentive and
initiative -.no one wants to work
as in the good old days -- soon we
will be a weVare state from cradle
to grave" therefore it is rather comforting to me to read that the more
reasonable
and
truly
unselfish
elements of the Republican party
are making positive efforts to prevent their party from going to pot
This country must have • vibrant
two-party system and I feel we
shall continue to have one. but ne)ther should oppose only for the sake
of opposition Be he Republican or
Democrat, our next President will
continue the progress of recent
years The voters made no mistake
in modern times in the selection of
our Presidents, with the porvible
exception of Warren 0 Harding
Today, in this country the principle of "might makes right - - only
the fittest shall survive - I take
care of me, you take care at you
and the devil take the hind-most I am not my brother's keeper". has
been rejected Instead, and fortunately for ALL OF US. the majority
continues to indicate by their votes
they do have real concern for their
less fortunate fellow-man They are
voting for what they feel best for
the entire United States, regarrileas
of race color or creed and for the
under-privileged rather than for the
mostly lucky, and privileged minority This is not Socialism because
it is humantanan, uraselfiedi and
quite charitabiewhich is a virtue
Indeed.
A C Koe4tner
Murray, Ky

Mrs. Thomas Is
Injured In Wreck
—
Mrs Mason Thomas is receiving
treatment for a neck injury :the reCriVell in an accident on South 4th
Street in front of the Pure Oil
Station Thursday about noon
Mrs Thomas mid she had Mopped
in back of IWO cars for one of them
to make a left hand turn when she
• S hit in the rear by a ear she
said was driven by Billy Morgan
The Murray woman said this
morning she received • whiplash in
tha collision

In other action a US Army enlisted man was killed aboard an
armored personnel carrier, while
with a Vietnamese infantry balladion minium.; a band of Ccinuounist
guerrillas in the Perfume River
Valley, 305 milft, north of Saigon.
The bodies of 43 Communist were
counted after the noontime battle
Eulnday Vietnamese forces lost I/
idled anis 26 wounded
Another U S Army enlisted man
dlgappeared about the same time.
while crossing a river with a Vietgladness
,
. coombat patrol 303 miles
northeast of Saigon
fi
other developments:
k
th Viet Ham's three most
ul Buddhist traders mailed'a
4d-hour hunger strike against the
U S - supported government of
Premier Tran Van Huong Their
strike caused scarcely a ripple of
public interest
Reports from central Viet Nam
said growing Conanurnst activity
there had driven some 25.0011 refugees into the port city of Qui
Nhon. 380 miles northeast of Saigon Roman Catholic refugees alone
numbered 15.520 by Friday afternoon according to parish priest
Father Cao Duc Tinian

— —
Ut-ct Grants. young Latvian pianist a:11 be presented in concert in
Paris. Tennessee tonight in the second of the series being presented
by the Henry County Mutual Concert Association in the 1964-65 winter season.
The concert will be held in Weston
Hall at 8.15 pm. and admission
will be by season ticket holders who
purchased memberships in the Association during the recent membership drive. Murray members of
the Civic Music Association may attend on their local membership
cards.
Grants will play Mozart's "Phantwad in C Minor," 8chubert's "Sonata in 0 Minor." "Four Piano
Pieces" for Piano" by George Rochberg. and three compositions by
Chopin. the "Ballade in F Minor"
•nd two nocturnes.
Young Grants is an unusual teeniger, who prefers reading Plato to
watching television, and would much
rather 'practice his beloved piano
than go to a football game
Uga is a familiar sight on the
streets of Paris, where he -bicycles
from his house to the stately home
of his teachers, the duo-pianists
Nelson and Neal
Grants father is a noted Latvian
irchitect now living in New York.
Uga now stays in Pans when he is
not away playing concerts
Despite his youth Uga has a
rich cultural background His first
years were spent in a refugee camp
in post-war Germany where at
the age of three, he displayed an
unusual sense of rhythm The camp
nursery school children were scheduled to present a pantotnine for
their parents. in which mc child.
dressed as • bear, danced to the
drumming of some other boys The
teacher unwearied by Uga's sense
bf rhythm. operate* Mee esagfred
the other thre- and four-year-old
tykes
When L'is c faintly moved to
America he quickly achieved recognition a, A pianist and was
awarded a wholarship at the famed
Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia More recently, he has become a protege of Nelson and Neil
and, of course, a bicycle rider When
asked why he was set on this mode
of transportation, he wryly remarked 'You know more miles to the
gallon

Plans Nearly Ready For Post
45's Annual Children's Party
Plans are Onion complete for the I will be Monday December 21 at
Christmas Party for needy children it 30 pm.
sponsored by Explorer Post 45. , The party will be a pot-luck supSteve Douglas Chairman of the per with the parents of Prat 45
Party Committee announced today bringing the food and the Post
Sieve the son of Mr and Mrs Earl furnishing the bread and drink
Douglas heads the <Nirvana's Party
Some six to eight children ages
committee which has been working 6 through 8 have been selected as
on the party for the last three guests of the boys. They will enweeks Steve Is Treasurer of Post joy a Christmas dinner with the
45 this year Other members of the Explorers and their parents and
Party Committee see.BoO Stubble(Continued on Page 31
field and Steve Nanney who are
- in charge of arrangements and
Larry Weatherly who is charge of
gifts for the children The party

Methodist Ministers
Honored At Banquet

Woman's Club Will
Have Christmas
Program On Tuesday
The Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual Christmas program
at the club holm, Tuesday. December 15, et 7 30 pm
Robert X Bear will be the
doctor for the Murray State
Ude Choir Who will present
program.

the

Numbers to be included are
sHodie Christi's Status Est" by
Palestrina. "Hair Dies" by Gallus;
"Advent Motet - by fichrecic. "Now
Is Born the Divine Christ Child",
French Carol. "Christmas Day" by
0. C. Christuussen, "How Far Is
,It To Bethlehem", Children's song:
and "Beautiful Savior"
Carols will be ming and the choir
with brass will sing "Now Thank
We All Our God" by Pachelbel for
the rinsing number before the recessional.
The public is cordially invited to
attend the program. said Mrs. Jack
Kennedy, president a the woman's
Club.

The Wesley Foundation at Murray State College was the scene of
a Christmas banquet held for Methodist Ministers and their wives
of the Pans District on Friday.
December 11 at 6 pm
Rev and Mrs Bill Nice of Martin. Tenn . presented the Christmas
program
A gift of appreciation
was prtoersted to Rey and Mrs.
Paul T Lyles from the district.
Rev Lyles. a former pcustor of the
First Mthodist Church. Murray. is
now the district superintendent.
The delicious buffet dinner was
prepared and served by the Wesley
Foundation members to the seventy
persons attending The dining hall
was decorated with red candles.
greenery, and other holiday decorations.
A glowing lire in the fireplace
made a lovely setting as the group
sang Christmas carols following the
dinner
Those from Murray attending
were Rey and Mrs Lloyd Ranier,
Rev anti Mrs John Archer, Rev
and Mrs Johnson Easley. Rev and
f•S and Mrs.
Mrs. Hoyt Owen.
nld Moorehead. Mrs A G Childers, Mrs J E James. Mrs E W.
Maxedon And Rev Charles Finnell.
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Labor Survey To
Be Made; Hardin
Plant Prospect

Gene Landoll

Gene Landolt
sNamed to Head
Loial Demos
Oene Landok was named the
chairman of the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee
on Saturday at 2 00 pm at the
equrthnom Mrs Je Crass Was &AIM as secretary of the committee.
Committeemen and committeewomen acre trained for the counts
at this meeting also
They are as fellows Preciren I I
Charles Lassiter and Mrs. Jack
Kennedy precinct 2 Allen Rose and
Mrs Billy Cohoon: precinct 3 Neretie Williams and Mrs. Solon ItucY:
precmct 4. Rob Gingles and Mrs
James Matthat precinct 5 James
M Lassiter and Mrs Charles Baker.
Precinct 6, Frank Roberts and
Mrs Susie Beale. precinct 7 Greene
0 Wilson and Mrs Glenda Boone:
precinct 8 Cecil Holland and Mrs.
Bruce King. Kirkaey. Bun Smith
and Mrs. Mary Haneline, Ammo,
Paul Gargus and Mrs melt Reavis:
Providence, Elmer Collins and Mrs.
Isyda Sue Collins, Lynn Grove Gene
Rogers. and Mrs Addi Scott.
Hazel. Charles Denham and Mrs.
Nellie Jo Starks, New Concord,
George R Lamiter, and Mrs Char:es Stubblefield, Harris Grove, Hub
Irvin and Mrs Ann West, Paxton
Crean Adams. and Mrs John Cirocan. Jackson, John Cunningham
and Mrs R. D. McDaniel
The temporary chairman of the
meeting was Charlie La-ssiter and
the temporary secretary a as Mrs.
Jo Crass A credentials committee to
exanune and report on the credentials o fthe newly elected membe g
was composed of Gene Landoll,
Mary Jane Littleton and Susie McDevitt

Larry E. Myers In
Training Operation
USS CONSTELLATION tCVA641 ,FHT1OC) Dec 2 - Airman Apprentice Larry E Myers. USN, son
of Mr and Mrs Robert W Myers of
Route 3. Murray. Ky.. participated
Dec 9-12 in a large scale fleet training operation in the Western Pacific
called "Operation Tall Back" while
serving aboard the attack aircraft
carrier USS Constellation.
The exerinse, under the direction
of the Commander of the Sesenth
Fleet In the Far East, SI A.S designed
to increase the readiness of Seventh
Fleet units in strike. anti-aircraft
and anti-submarine warfare Twenty-three surface ships. three submarines and several land-based Air
Force and Naval air unit.'- participated in the exercise
Two task forces. each with an
attack aircraft carrier as its hub,
opposed each other
The operation was conducted to
test and evaluate Seventh Fleet units under the most realistic operating conditions.

Jerry Lenett Chairman of the
South Marshall Industrial Development Committee announced today
that a large sportswear manufacturer had indicated interest in locating a sewing plant at Hardin, if
an adequate labor supply could be
provided
Lovett said a labor survey to detennine the availability of both"
male and female labor is underway
at this time Application blanks are
available at both Murray banks
Blanks are also available in Almo,
Dexter and Hardin. In Almo they
may be obtained at Hopkins Food
Market, Butlers Grocery and the
Almo Truck Stop In Dexter they
wre at Hankins Grocery In Hardin
the forms will be supplied by Elkins
Grocery. Blacks Grocery. Thompsons
IGA. and at Powell Service Station.
• Beth Men and women -between
the ages of 17 and 55 will be needed Lovett said the plant would start
production with about 150 employees. and increase to 400
The application blanks should be
completed and delivered, in person,
to South Marshall High School Friday from 8 a m to 6 p.m or Saturday from 8 am to 9 am Mailed
application will not be accepted.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
is working with the committee In
negotiations with the prospective
plant.

No Difficulty
Is Seen For
100th Division
Lowsyrux iF -

Brig Con
Benjamin Butler. commander ot
the 100th Army reserve Division
said Sunday the division would become part of the Kentucky National Guard in accordance alit
the Army reorganisation plan announced last Saturdar by the Defense Department
Butler said, however, the changes
will have little effect on the 100th
except tc the channel of command
The Kentucky general pointed out
he did not know when the changes
could be effected "We will have
to wait for congressional reaction
to this thing. first' he said At present. Congress maintains a 550.000man ceiling on the number of soldiers in a unit of the Natrona] Guard
The addition of 400.000 from Kentucky reserves would push the state
National Guard over the federa
Butler mid. "I would venture tr,
say a emooth transfer could be effected. in six to ten months**
"Overall." the general added. "I
don't think Kentucky's making out
bed at all compared to other states"
The commander of the Kentucky
National Guard. AdJ Gen, Arthin
Lloyd. raid the guard was happy
to have the reservists with them.
He also foresaw no difficulty in
merging the two military groups.
FIREME NCALLED
Only one call was received by
the Murray Fire Department since
Saturday' morning This OAS at
10 35 p rn Saturday when someone
saw a fire in front of the Jack
Farmer tobacco barn The fire turned out only to be someone burning
scrap paper in front of the buildus

10 SHOPPING
DAYS LEFT-AND NO
BIRDSEED.'
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE'

THE COMMONWEALTH OF
VBiallillED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.. KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY Circuit
Conseadation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway ranee and The Court BANK OF :MURRAY PlainEthan Herald, °caber 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January t:ff.
1, 1942.
NOTICE OF SALE
VERSUS
JAMEta C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
THOMAS J. GARNER and wife,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice itene wh.ch, in °or opinion are not for the best in- PIGGY DUNN GARNER. and
MODERN HOMES CONSTRUCterest oi our readers.
TION COMPANY, Deiendant.
NA,,,TIONAL REPRLSENTATIX'ES WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Tune & Life Bldg., New York, N Y.,
By virtue of a judgment and orStephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
der of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Entered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranani.ssion as Court rendered- at the Rule Day on
Nov. 13th., 1964. in the above cause,
Second Class Matter.
for the sum of $1630.001 one thousSUBSCRIPTION- RATES: By Carr.er in Murray, -per week 20e.7
Per and six hundred 'thirty Dollars,
month lar. In Calloway and adjoiran,g counties, per year, $4 50; e:sewith interest at the rate of 6 per
where, $8.00.
eent per annum from the 25th day
"TM Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community Is the
of June 1964, until paid it ata omit
therein I shall proceed to offer for
Integrity of us Newspaper"'
sale at the Court House door in
Murray. Kentucky, to the highest
MONDAY -- DECEMBER 14, 1964
bidder, at public auction on the
38th day of December, 1964. at 1:30
(''clock p. m., or thereabout, upon
a credit of 6 meitths, the folloWing
described property, to-wit:
"Part of the NW Qr of Sec. 10,
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATioNAT

Quotes From The News

TYLER. Tex. -- Mrs Ralph Malone, Liie of the twelve
jurors who convicted swindler Billie Sol Estes. commenting
on the TV coverage of the trial .
"I wasn't really aware they were there "

MONTGOMERY. Ala - The Rev. Larry Williams .)n the
plastic balloon explosion outside his crowded church:
"This vehicle passed by and this blasting, roaring, deafening sound came. It was the must awful .sound I've ever
heard."
WASHINGTON -- Rep F Edward Hebert ID.-La.1, chairman of the House Military Affairs Subcommittee. on Defense
Secretary McNamara's realignment plans for the Army reserve:
"MeNama'ra does not think that the Congress is a necessary evil, he thinks it is an unnecessary evil"
TENNANT CREEK. Australia - The ladies of Tennant
Creek countering the arrival of a voluptuous redhead who is
spending her vacation with the town's ISO bachelors:
"We want a man who respects age as well as beauty. We
won't want someone roe young'or too old."

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • l'IMEts FILE

Dr. Forrest C Pogue will address the Methodist Men on
Wednesday evening following, a dinner at 6.30 pm "Christmas As It Is Observed in Foreign Lands" will be his subject
The annual Calloway County Christmas Tournament will
be held this week at Hazel High School
The speaker for the annual football banquet at Murray
State College will be W F. Foster of Mayfield.
Mystery Farm No. 48 in the series being run in the Ledger
& Times was identified as being owned by Mason HoLsapple
of Lynn Grove Route One Carlos Jones. former owner of the
farm, made the identification
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T. 2, R.5, East beginning at a rode
corner to Lucy Lee, Amos Workman, Wells Purdom and this land;
thence south with Wells Purdeen's
line 307 feet to a stake: thence east
167 feet to a rock; thence north 907
feet to a stake in center of public
road; thence weet with center of
said read and property line of
Lucy Lee 167 feet to the point of
beginning." .
For the Purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and offeet of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared ,to comply promptly with
these terms.
Darrell Shoemaker
Calloway Circuit Court
Master Commissioner
D-7-14-21

MONDAY - DECEMBER 14, 1964
NOW YOU KNOW

Callas To Be
Pitted Against
Renata Tebaidi

By United Press International
. The first of the Navy's K-ohies
Goodyear airships -- the tomes
'51imps- of World War Ii - WSW
launched Dec. 8. 1938. according to
Jane's All The Wurld's Aircraft.

By DELOS SMITH
NEW YORK ILJP11 - So far nothing has been said officially about
Die orcutreitances which will attend Maria Callas' return to the
Metropolitan Opera.
-Vie DAY OR MOHR
It now leaks out that those ciretirr*tances will pit Miss Callas
DM
against Renata Tebakii in one of
traee duels of prima donnas which
are so muting to shrilly aesthetes
fanatically devoted to particular
prima donnas and are so stiniuiating for the box office.
Ni epees huff needs to be reliorroy, WAROwsew
0011040161014ED'S SALE
minded that these two were at one
THE COMMONWEALTH OF another' throats in the inki-50's.
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY Circuit That is speaking figuratively, of
Court Arvin McCuiston and wife, course. But it is justified by the
Clara McCuiston, and Ara Mc- fact they were shanng the slipCuiston, an unmarried woman per pintiac!e of ticing the foremoat Italian-style prima donna of
Plaintiff,
$844,000 FOR am-English businessman Lawrence FreedNOTICE OF SALE the day.
man holds aloft his check for 9844.869, a record win in a
No
prima
donne
shares
that
pinVERSUS
football pool. and the ticket cost him 70 cents. Freedman.
nacle
.
.
eith
another
it
,he
can help
J. W. McCuiston and wife, Evie
54. director ot a trading stamp ccmparty, said in London he
it and both Miss Callas and Miss
McCuiston Defendant.
plans to invest the money 'in the best and safest way 1 can."
Tenaldi
strained to shove the other
By virtue of a eidenent and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- off it They were out-doing one
cuit Court rendered at the Rule an riser in singing and emoting, the prime dooth rule and insisted upon up kr a series of appevirances in
Day on Dec. 4th., 1964, in the Verdi and Puccini herdlnes.- Pri- f*seving it.
the prima donna tole of Puacines
above cause, tor the purpose of vately no love existed between
Pt was ntA a success, which is •Tuaca." This is a "two" which
thorn.
settling estate I shall proceed go
speaking gent.y. Miss Tebaldi's you can put together v.ith amther
after for sale at the Court House
*tivitie.1.5 were churned and phyei- two,- that b..ing Miss Caliae' reTrade Cuts
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
col fatigue set in to such an extent turn to Met will comuriae only
An operatic socials Miss Callas she hat, to a taidnaw the company two perforinancee-etxth as the
highed bidder, at public auction
on the Dith day ot December, 1e64, trade disparaging wisecracks which belore the ,eason was over.
heroine of Puccini's "niece."
at 1:45 O'clock p. m., or there- got around. She'd sit conspicuously
Both Play 'Tows"
She'll do ner SUM as poor Tieca
about, upon a credit of 6 months, in a box while Mire Tebeldi was
Now she is back but so imisans•
the following described property, performing on the stage. and Miss picuouey bat* you'd hardly be on March 19 and March 25. Mean- •
to wit: 'the purchaser being given Tebakti let it be known she thou- aware of it having aChing to do white. Miss Tobalch will have sung
•
the right arid pnvilege to pay caeh ght MI.% Callaa wee endeavoring with hteis Callus' sets
led return. the rile at least several times and 0
•
anti accrued interest at any time to give her the "evil eye."
The vohicle of her return was a perhapaative limes since five per - •
before the 6 months expires.)
Persons Laneliar with Italian Sunday night "gala" for the bene- formancesigh scheduled between
"The northe est quarter of Sec- emotions will, understand that can- fit of a charity, which involved a now and Miss callas' first. There
tion 27, Town-hip 2, Range 5, East not be interpreted as a compliment. Met of top-line singers in the first will be two more after Miss Callas
•
For the Perchaae price, the pur- But Miss Catlas began quarreling acts of three operas. She was the finishes her season's work, and it
could Lie Miss Teteddi will follow
chaser must execute bond, with with opera huuse managements heroine in merely one of them.
•
approved securities, bearing legal and made herself persona non grata
What the opera public doesn't her in the role as well as precede
•
intereit from the day of sale, until with a number of them, including know yet is that this was a warm- her.
paid. and having the force and ef- that of the Metropoiitan.
•
fect of a judgment. Bidders will be
Sse pushed herself off the pin•
FOP LAST
prepared to comply promptly with nacle and by her default Miss TeTeperad prieriese•
w,9ia
these terms.
warthog
belch teigned supreme for a numset
obtain' dareet •
Darreli Shoemaker
ber of aeenerts The season before
12
Calloway Circuit Court
last the the Met revived a proven
turkey of an opera juet for herMaster Conunieaoner
D-7-14-2I oecause she fancied herself in its

it
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The gift
:for the top.
•
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&All STMCB-J044PT2 W RimIcy, general vice president
of the International Associaeaa of btaehtnists, tella reporters in Chicago that
strike deadline of 6 a.m. Dec._
15 has been set by three offtrain unions They include
some 50.000 machinists, electricians and sheet metal men,

•

. Put Christmas
'65 In The Bag!

iI •
•

TV CAMEOS:fat kw CoiTan
IThen Christmas hills come In, are you

The "Kid" Is Still a Scene-Stealer

giften left holding the bag? How much pleasant-

regular saving through our '65 Christmas Chita

I•
•

MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
i

I•

CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING

El'

SPREESTAKES

Loos at the SPREESTAKES AD in
your December 12th issue ollhe
SATURDAY EVENING POST.
foe your lucky numbed

1 Bring your lucky number into
2 Our store for checking

*FIRST PRIZES:
.oense Paid SHOPPING SPFrELS
for 2 in London Paris or Rome' And
there are hundreds of additions
Shopping Spree Prizes'
(—AND WHILE YOU'RE HERE, set
how STANLEY TOOLS Can help you win
•hippy answer to your Christmas Gift
ShOpprng problems')

Each Bulova is made with •
pride, so you can take a
pride in giving it, pride w
•
in owning it.

$24.75,

(Aawfizei(i,f4pQM

You may already
be a WINNER *
in the fabulous

iird$$•$.stiet •
ligstamits•
•

Our Watch Experts will •
help you find the perfect •
Bulova - for yourself or •
fora gift. We have a wido
selection priced from

'-

RSTAtt-ER

•
terhilitliT
terie ass tlete•
ate seem
•
11=
0.

I.

Phone 753-t621

Douglass
Hardware
Qe6 STANLEY

•
•

I

I•

Join now '.

586 W Mein attee t

•

1•

cr to pat a merry gifting season 'in the bag, by

HAD THE LEINER'S CLASNIfIEBti

9

'4746(40
1 •-

PEOPLES/HANK
MURRAY
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A leme show business caner and 45 years separate these photos. Ws tackle Coogan today
(left) in AlliC-TV'e 'The Addams Family- and and as the waif in th• famed lm "The Kid."
,good number of these people are about 45 Red Skelton telecasts
By ED MISUREll
""rt• easie.t way ti 'deal' looking in on us. This cult is and co-starred in a series called
fro:.ov In show buminess Is ra.!akin to the Sherlock Holmes "McKeever and the Colonel."
dna Then as you move up the cult, You find devotees every.
To old time movie fans.
line-the legitimate theater. mo- j where."
Coogan is best remembered for
He pointed out that ''The his memorable role in "The
vies, veadeville and live TV-it j
berOfneli hhlfrher. Film TV is Adrbims Family" had a big Kid," in which he appeared with
hardest of all." said the tall, teen-age
Charlie Chaplin when he was
shoe," he (ria
4
tYsouanwa
'inn; four years old. This was folLaid actor.
'When the reporter listening to be 'in.' you have to dig it. lowed by such films as "Bad
to Lim expressed surprise, Jack- But we've also got a large au- Boy," "Daddy," "My B o y,"
N Coogan tanned quickly and thence of adults who are looking "Oliver Tule.," "Tom Sawyer"
continue& Yes, I said film TV. for sheer entertainment and and "Huckleberry Finn." By the
You've go to shoot it as though fun, people who are tired of time he had reached his early
it were yesterday. And when looking at programs which pre- twenties, he was reputed to
you're doir.g art 'A' job as we meat the name problems they have earned some 44.000.000.
are, to get the right kind of have in their own homes."
In 1938 he was involved in
• • •
coverage you really have to
litigation over his earnings,
work had. Sometimes to film
TAR FROM a newcomer to which had shrunk to some
one of our half-hour shows it TV, Cvgan said that up to the $300.000, with his mother and
takes three, long ten-hour days present he has done a little stepfather. The court ruled that
before the cameras."
under one thousand video shows. he was to be paid half the
The heavyeet performer, who "About 75 per cent of this num- money that remained. The suit
should knew whereof he speaks ber were live programs," he brought about enactment of
since he's been In show lcuones• went on. "I liked doing live laws In California that protect
for 45 of his 49 years, was talk- /thews because the imme- Use earnings of child stars.
ing specifically of ABC-TV's diacy of the performance gave
• • •
popular aeries, 'The A,thms the program much more drive.
NOW MARRIED to his fourth
Family," In which he plays the
"I began dabbling in TV
role of Uncle Fester.
around 1949-when the medium Wife, Coogan is the father of
• • •
was In its infancy on a show three children-John Anthony,
HE OFFERED his Comments called 'Hollywood Merry-Go' 22; Joan. 17, and Leslie, 11. Up
while in New York on a quick Round,' which was telecast lo- to the present, his son is the
huckstering trip diming a brief cally. From there I went on to only one who is actively Reek.
break in the shooting schedule become a member for seven trig a show business career.
"He recently appeared in an
on the ,west cleat
years of 'Pantomime Quiz.' In
''The shriven popularity erows the early 50's I appeared in 52 episode of 'Corn bat,'" said
each week," he said, "because segments of a series called Coogan, "and did a good job
Its completely different from 'Cowboy G-Ifen.' It was one of in it"
anything on the air. I think we the first series to be illmedain
A note of pride came Into
had a head start on other new ceioe"
his voice as he added, "and he
bhows because cartoonist
In succeeding years, Coogan &egret want any help from the
Charles Addame, whose chrt
rre ked up credits on such shows old man. He wants to make it
cult
we
ri
built
up
had
:IA
• (•
,
plop,
te^1
t,,ex," 'Klatt Theatre," on his own and I think he
daring the past 30 years. A
,
90," appeared on will."
Distributed by Yes Testae Eradiate
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'ryes International
the Navy's K-claas
Mix - the famous
add War Ii - was
8. 1938. according to
World's Aur-raft.
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'LANS NEARLY ...
(Continued From Page
•
its will be presented to them at
lie Chretneis Tree.
Parents of the Explorers will hayt
chance to review Post piens for
he coming year. One of the up:of/sling activities will be an ex.
hange visit with an Exp:orer Post
n Lebanon. Ohio the latter part
,f this month. The Lebanon Post
vie return the visit in the spring
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RICH TWIN KILLED-The 22-year-old Nicholson twins, Timothy (left) and Todd, are shown in a recent photo in Temple
City, Calif., before a shot through the heart killed Todd in
their $400,000 apartment building. They Inherited a $1 million Pullman fortune when they were 18. Lt. James Hamilton of the sheriff's office said, 'Timothy claimed this was
an accidental shooting, but we have physical evidence which
we are mese:lung to the district attorney's office ..."

•••••••
gift
•
the top•
tes on •
r gift •.
•
••
LOVA •.

Monday night Dec. 7 Macor
alankenahip of the Personnel Department at Murray Manufactur:la Company was the latest in the
he of Consultants who have beer.
Post 45 this year to acivice
nem as to the possibilities of var.aus vocations and the recnarements
'or them.
Mr. Blankenship told them a

ing north onto North 4th Street.
Wenderoth stopped for the stop
sign but failed to remain stopped
until traffic cleared on 4th Street
Eldridge of
going east on Main, according to and Aubrey Thomas
driving a 1949
a .. Patrolmen Farris and Wilson A Alm° Route One,
going south on 4th
passenger in one of the ears. Mrs Pontiac, was
to cut right, to miss the
Henry of Murray Route Six, had an Street, tried
(Continued From Page
car but hit it in the left
injury on the right side of her head Wenderoth
v.ith his left front, acand was treated at the Houston- :Tar fender
Douglass of 1307 Olive Soule- McDevitt Clinic The Barnett car :ording to Sgt. Barney Weeks and
Patroknan Brent Manning.
Ilfard, as she mede a right turn off was damaged in the rear burr:
12th onto Chestnut. Patrolmen Al- and trunk lid and damage to the
Feur cars were involved in an acvin Farris and Hoyt Wilson said Adams car was to
the front bumper
cident Thursday at 12:05 p.m. at
frs. DoUglaals said she did not see and wind shield.
and Elm Streets. Plenty
he 'Clark car and just pulled out
Chief of Police W. B. Parker in- Seuth 4th
in front of her. Miss Clark's right vestigated the accident Friday at Cecil Walker, 501 Pine Street. drivthumb Was injured and Ntra Dou- noon on North 16th Street Miss ing a 1965 Chevrolet, Kenneth F.
glass' received neck and back in- Patsy Lou Rowland of 317 Wood- Stall. Farmington. Mo.. driving a
juries. Damage to the Clark car was lawn. was driving a 1964 Ford as 1960 Chevrolet Mrs. Mason "Moto the right front fender. bumper, she was pulling out of the calleee nies of Murray Route Three. driving
and grille and to the Douglas
' car parking lot onto North 16th Street a Rambler. and Billy Morgan, Mea,
din the right front fender and left and hit the 1959 Chevrolet, driven dowlane. driving a 1964 Ford. were
Patrolmen Alvin Farrts
Taunt fender and bumper, grille.
by Charles Dugger of SOO Kentucky involved
Walker
Also cii Prida it 535 PM. WI!- Avenue, as he was going north on and Hest Wilson said that
on Glen Barnett of Hamel. driving North 16th Street Damage to the was going north on &kith 4th
•1159 Ford, was going east on Main Dagger car as. to the left rear Street and had stopped to make a
left hand turn off South 4th on to
Street. slopped for the traffic light door.
Thomas had
at hid an.I Mein when he was hit
Thursday at 10 15 a.m Homer C. Elm Stall and Mrs
in the rear end by the 1964 car. be- Wenderoth of Wadesontle. Ind.. stopped behind the walker car a
ma driven by Frances Jain Aden's chevine a 1964 Chrysler. Was going weal when Mrs. Thomas' car a A.•
hit in the rear by the Morgan al
et 314 South 9th Street as she was east on Chestnut Street and turnand then each car hit the other
In the rear. Police said.

3 AUTO ACCIDENTS

S
•
0

•
•
•

•
SIM Ur
Tapered peariasse
set with a warthog
soiitaire diainead. •
U_MIA1111.

Damage tie the Walker car was
to the rear end, to the Stag car on
the rear teunpes. right rear fender,
and front bumper, to the Thomas
air on the left rear fender, right
rear door and let rear door, to
the Morgan car on the front end.

•

The pole, also gave several citation, over 'he weekend They were
one for ne operators license, two
reckless drivers. four speeders. sm
breach of peace. one for running
stop sign and going sarong way on
one way street and two for unnecessary noise Arrests were made
for three public drunks and one
driving while intoxicated

•
•
•
•
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IT'S A HAPPY MOMENT for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, 32, and
his father, Joseph P. Kennedy, 76, as they take faltering
steps together In Boston's New England Baptist Hospital.
'rhe senator is just beginning to get around from the broken
bark he suffered in a plane crash June 19, and his father
still is on the mend from a stroke suffered three years ago.

RAIL STRIKE SNAG-Federal
Judge Joseph Sam Perry,
shown at his desk in Chicages said he would Issue a
10-day restraining order
against the strike of three
off-train railroad unions set
for Dec. 15

• The Perfect Gift
joy and, with each use, is a warm and pleasant
reminder of your thoughtfulness and sincere regard.
Golf gifts - whatever their cost - make perfect
gifts for golfers because they contribute directly
to the golfer's enjoyment of "the game of a lifetime".
ice

•

And the golf gifts that will he used and appreciated most of are all the gifts you select in your
Pro Shop because their obvious quality reflects
your good taste and your desire to give the very

;R
NC

hest.
- WILL DFLIVER -

Your Golf Pro

ii,a re

Sr 753-9166 or 3526

Lel GREETS Hawaii's Rep..
elect Patsy T. Mink at the
White House reception for
freshmen lawmakers. Mrs.
Mink ts a Honolulu lawyer
and the first Hawaiian worn.
an to be elected to the House.

New Mexico Meets Racers Here
Tonight With Seven Footer

Louis Dampier Is Medicine
That Rupp Was Looking For

rltHr.P.

McPherson and junior center Stewart Johnson.
Johnson averaged 16.4 points and
13.8 rebounds his sophomore season on a Murray State club that
fought its way to the Ohio Valley
Conference title and a NCAA regional berth only to lobse to Loyola
of. Chicago in that post-season
game.
New Mexico State will be up
against a Racer team that le string
in the shooting department but
without the fast breaking speed
of previous seasons.
Racer coach Cal Luther lists lack
of size, experience and depth as
his major problems.
The depth factor came to light in
The Racers' cpening Co. 73-71 vxtory over Arkansas State- in which
Luther used only six performers.
Murray State probably. will start
Johneon 6-8J at center, Namciu
16-21 ar.d MePhersan 16-4 at forwards and Berrie G been (8-2'
ar.d Gene Pendletie, i6-I I at
guards.
For NIVISU it will be either Mike
Debich .7-00 or Ken Snyder .6-ill
at center, John Whis-enant ,6-11 and
Charley Dudley (6-51 at forwards
with Ernie Turner (6-2) and Alan
Eckhotf .6-21 at guards.

By DAVID M. MOFFIT
ATLANTA, Ga. .UPI. - Sixface sophomore Louis Dampier appar. toy is the medicine that Adolph Rupp was seeking for his supposedly ailing Kentucky Wildcats.
Rupp, winningest coach in college bazketocitl. issued a direct preseason forecast ter his Wildcats and
the loss of Cotton Nash and Ted
Deken. his top two scorers and rebounders last season, seemed to
sup,:ort no dismal outIJOk.
What Rupp didn't point out was
that Dan-ea.:1, am 2u-yeeir-old guard
front Inciariapolis, lad., was the
featured attaction on a. freshman
team that averaged 100 points per
game and a good primped, to take
up a lot ut the scoring slack left
by Nash and Deeken.
Dampier sprung into the spotlight this past week by scoring 37
points against Iowa State and 31
against Syracuse-regarded as one
of the tcp teams in the Northeast.
The Wildcats. off to a 3-1 start
and averaging better than 90 points
per game, appear to have the typical Rupp brand. Pat Riley a 6-4
sephcmore is averaging 17.5 points
and other ditee starters, including
Jerry Miller
6-3 junior Tummy Kron who scored o30 agaaist Syracuse. are averaging abut 15 apiece.
10th-ranked Wildcats have
a *kiss oppostumty to ankegeg
the& record this corning weekend
'when they will be host at the annual invitational toarnament They
most West Virginia Friday night
and either 14th -ranked Minces or
Dn an Saturday night.
-15o4y two major teams in the
sonfleast. Auburn and Tennessee
..x.th 3-0, are •aill unbeaten today.
Second-ranked Vanderbilt feLl by
, the wayside Saturday night in a
1 69-64 lebs to sophomore-laden, Viri ginia Tech at Blacksburg. Vs.
In other Saturday night action.
Kentucky routed Syracuse 110-77,
Memphis State beat Alabama 8373, Louisiana State lost to Southern Methodist 98-74. Sewanee
Tope Yamamoto And
upset Mississippi 74-62, Mississippi
Mitsu Hirai
St.tte edged Louisiana Tech 82-78,
Tuane was crushed by Pennsylvania.
Action in the Southeast es relaavely tight until the weekend
when a number of tournaments are
I me he-id. Tip game in Dixie tonight will be at C;reensboio, N. C..
where Vaud(zbilt attempts to recoup for Saturday night's defeat in
a battle with North Carolina.
Damiter, averaging 21.5 despite
not scoring in last Monday's Ices
One of the fined wrestling teams I to North Carolina, is the only prayaround-Too) Yamane to and Mit- er In the SEC aticve the the 20su Hirai-will make their first ap- point average.
pearance in Murruy. Ky., on WedDampior's 37 points Saturday
nesday night. December 16 at night were the most leered by a
Douglas School gym.
Kentucky player since Nash got
1961
The rugged Japunese who feat- 38 against Vards in
ure the Claw as their chief hold in
Oock, have been running amid since
invading the South
Opposing them here will be Jerry Miller and Mario Milano.
Milano. a popular Italian, formerly shared in the world tax team
and Southern tag team championships as well as holding other
championships.
Miller hells from Rockport, III.
and comes highly recommended
He and Milano should form a great
combination.
By LARRY McKENZIE
This match -humid be one of the
Sports Reports for the
best ever witnessed in these parts.
Calloway County Laker.
Co-featured is an outstanding
The Scurh Marshall Rebels will
dual which finds Jackie...Fa/go, The invade the Calloway County 'AkFabulous One. making - fils debut ers Tuesday night. December 15.
ligath•I the rugged Tiger Jack Dan- at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Invasion
iels also making his first stare here time for the B Tram game will be
and tames highly recommended.
at 7:00 p. m. with the Varsity parne
Daniels weighs 225 pounds and immediately following.
hails from Dallas, and shield be
A. few of the Rebels, Calloway
a great test for Fargo, long rated will have to be looking out for are
one of the country's top rnatmen.
6' 2" forward. Glen Wyatt and
Poplar pikes will prevail. Ring- 6 5" center. Felwanl Chester.
side seats are $1.50, general adThe Rebehs, who are rated as
mission $1.00 and children tinder the number two team 141 the first
12 years of age will be admitted region, will be supporting a !word
of five wins and twO liames over
for 50 cents.
P. T. A. are the sponsors and they the Lakers record of five wins and
Ire expecting a large crowd. Nick three Maces.
*Galas and Roy Wekti are the
David Crick, 6' 5" center for the
Lakers, will have his hands full on
matchmakers.
The first match is at 815 p. iii the rebounds against the RebeLs

Wrestlinar- On
Card This
Week, Douglas

iiebels Will
invade Laker
Gym Tuesday

. . . is the gift that is welcomed and used with

PAUl
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-lumber of things they could expect
Middle Tennessee
should they apply for a job and low to be prepared for them. The ' Downs Muskingum
soya had a number of questions as I
u the possibility of employment at 1
lurray -Menufactuieng Co. in the
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. (UPI)
. ext few years. Mr, Weaken/hap - The NCAA Mideast division
old them that there would be a foothiel dhampionsa.p weak t.umber of retirements in the next Middle Tenneee nere Saturdaa
ew years and some new job open- when the miders overpowered
ngs but that the replacements for Muskingum Ohio Ceilege 20-0 ii
enpicyees whe quit at Murray Man- the first Grentland Rice Bowl.
ifacturing Co. is praetically "zero,"
Quarterback Teddy Morris reor
Past 45 will host the Council ed one Raider touchdown, engiCitizens Now Conference to be held neered a drive for .another and
here Saturday and Sunday, Jan MTSC added insuk to injury with
30 and 31. They will also conduct a 90-yard toucndown run by sopre:he Klondike Derby to be held
ornore end Ray Neal who scoopea
it the Scout Reservatien Jan. 16 for up a lam ,.'le on tne mid-soakeu
:I! the Scout Troops in the Chenlobby Dietrict.
Au. estimated 4,000 fang enjoyed
The post will hold a pancake the spring-like weather whieh fol3reakfast in late January to raise lowed three days of rain.
Muskingum, representing the
unds to finance their activities for
,he year. Each Unit is responsible Ohio Conference, had lost only one
or the finances of their own acti- of nine ganie.•. in regular play. The
"ties and this is part of the pro- Raiders, champions of the Ohio
p-am to prepare them to meet their Valley Conference, were 7-2-1 for
the season.
own responsibilities in life.

•

•
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& 'LIMES -

world's most versatile
RADIAL ARM SHOP
MAGNA
AMERICAN
now with exclusive ADD-A•TOOL

Seven Foot Mike Dabieh
• N. M. UNIVERSITY PARK,
The start of what could develop
; into an intersectional basketball
vari iry gets underway tonight when
Murray State Cellege hoets New
1I Mesir Sate
University.
2.
Gana t:me is 8 p in. in the Mui
ray Sports Arena.

---

•

owling

MIXED DOUBLES
BOWLING LEAGUE
Dec. 9. 1964

The coitest will round out the
Li-A section of Owe raiot.es' • ,ggesa
road swing of the seaeon.

W.
Team
Four If's ..._....----...
36
Martin Oil.
Misfits ._.-:-.---... 30
Nightorient -.---.... 29
77
The Regis
26
ROT C. -----.
Hergroveg .---21 's
19,1
Alley oats
19',
......
Keglers

New Mexico State is idle until
164 Friday's first night of an Abilene,
20
Texas, doubleheader matching NM
26
SU-Hardin-Simmons followed by
27
Abilene Chnstian-Oklahorria
21
University
30
The visiting Aegie and Clilet
34's
,'teams switch opponent.s the follow36,
34's evening
I Too guns for the Thoroughbreds
,of Murray, are senior forward John
Hi Teem 3 Gams MC
Namciti, epohemore forward Herb
Four If's .......-...._.._.._..--. 2421
2308
.
Martin
2248
Keglers .._...............
HI Tim Clamse WC
— 836
Fstir Ifs
806
......
Martin Oil
79u
Demons
Hi Ind. 3 Game HC, (14enl
.. 684
..........
Frank IlerOUX
632
Hatton Garner ........
614
Bob Wade
Hi Ind. Game H. uml
OIL
242
.
Bob Wade
BRUSHES
238
.......
Frank Her' ux
— 231
Hatton Gainer
Red Sable
and
Hi Ind. 3 Games HC.(Women)
White
. 625
Mildred H,sige
Bristle
6(17
Nita Graham
...............580
Mary Garner
Mildred Hodge ...................... 387
Nita Graham
• Long3
207
Gladys Etherton ....... ........
•Rounds
• Bright.
Top Eight Average, (Men)
• Flats
174
Vernon Riley
173
George Hong.
hem
-.- 170
Lubie Veale
......... ....... 169
J. C Hargrave
168
......
Hatton Garner
Wayne Seething' -.----..-... 168
. --.. 167
Budl Stalls .......
165
E. H. Lax
Bob McDaniel ....--..---... 165
OIL PAINTING SETS
163
Ronald Pace

I

SAI%51411T11 giees professional accuracy, unequalled
utility using your single
power unit and single stand.
Increase your shop versa•
tility with Aon-.--roms:
INTtR ... adds convenience of
saw Kanter combination.
9AnDsAw . . . adds curvedans
cutting, resswing.
811.1 SANDER .. . adjustable for
vertical or horizontal sanding.
PAINT SPRAYER COMPRESSOR
lets you finish the xitt.

FE
iikE

26
9" ET V:
T7 I

Ask mese, Fife Wasewt ea
Mood tlk• World pis.*

WEST KENTUCKY
ELECTRIC COMPANY
se, ith sit. - Miura,. Ky.

Gifts for the Artist.
Amateur and Professional
PALETTE KNIVES
Finest Quality
from

,

80c
to
$1.55

. ‘,\
141111111kNA,‘

to

Each

As Lew As

Top Eight Average. (Wossen)
...-... 187
Mildred Hodge
148
Nita Graham
• 147
Kay Lax
148
Shirley Wade
11...:1•• 148
Judy Parker
Betty Riley
140
Gladys Elberton
Purcell
MBety
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
BASKETBALL RESULTS
By United Press International
Saturday
Kentucky 110 Syracuse 77
Cincinnati 67 Louisville 57
Morehead 96 Georgetown 87
Bellarrnine 64 Transylvania 49
Campbelleville 95 Pikeville 87
Western 94 Claattanosiga 78
Centre 93 Wash & Lee 80
Cumberland 81 Ga Southern 80
UK Friedi 71 Sin' Bennett 68

PAINTING
KNIVES
Variety of shapes.
From $1.05 to $1.60

WATER COLOR SETS
Many styles
and sizes.

to
Set
Flee
Gifts!

Smoothly finished hardwood
From $1.55 to $2.10

,....•••••••••

Edward Chester
Thus for in the season out of
nine team
, Calloway has played,
seven have been rated in the top
ten clubs in Western Kentucky.
A large crowd is expected to turn
out for the exciting game.

Manor House of Color
Southside Manor Shopping Center - Hazel Highway
Phone 753-6523

Murray, Kentucky
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Phone

753-1917 or

753-4947

Dear Abby ...

Vora'

You're Out!

••••m.

Mrs. Edgar Shirley
Leader For Week Of
Prayer Programs
Mrs. Edgar Sturlea prayer chairman of the Woman's Missionary
Society of the Post Septet Church,
was in charge of the meetirgs held
each day during the past week at
the church in observance of the
%Lek of prayer for foreign nusteonsa
"Worship Christ the King" was
the theme of the programs prepared by Mrs Lamar Jackson published
in the Royal Seta we magazine.
Mrs. Cafum Key arid Mrs Fred
Gavottes of Circle III presented the
Friday morning program on "Wel
Ha.ve Come to Worship Him".
The Thursday program on aCtul- ,
dren of the Kug ' was presented
by Miss Ruth Houston of die Kathieen Jones Circle The Wednesday
program was presented by Bro W.
C Skinner at the prayer service.
Mrs. Willman H Zuber. Jr . of
the Ruby Nell Hardy Curie gave
the program Tuesday on -Heralds
of the King' The Monday program on -Without Christ They
I-Liie No Kira". a as presented by
Mrs E C Julies of Circle Il.
The Lona. Muon offering for
foregn missions was taken each
day Gifts to the children at Glendale were taken to each meeting to
be sent for distribution at Chris:11Mb
•••

flu
EMI
ITSTIONT

Abigail Vatt Buren

Daughter Of
Ivy Priest
Goes On TV

ewera aaa—litra. Patricia
Nicholson, 27, whom mar'nags to Timothy Nicholson
was annulled, says in Los
Angeles that ahe stopped
dating his twin, Todd, to go
with Timothy and that this
turned them against each
other. Timothy is charged
in the fatal shooting of Todd
in the apartment building the
22-yearag4 Pullman heirs
bought in Temple City, Calif.

•

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD
UPI
— Ivy
Baker Prima was treasurer of the
United States during the Eisenhower administration. Her daughter Pat has joined the cast of a
monster series on television.
While mother's signature May
still be found on U. S. currency,
daughter will be seen in "The
Munsters," rep/acing Beverley Owen as the only member of the regular cast tviahout a green face.
Pat is blonde, blue-eyed, aristocratic and absolutely beautiful
During her years in Wastiingbon,
D. C., Pat was queen of everything
in eght: Queen of the Preedent's
Cap Regatta, queen,of. the Shenandoah Apple Bloesaiorn Festival,
queen at the First International
Azalea Festival, and, well. .like
that.
She was also one of the most
dazzling deoutantes in memory of
the pobtiaal and diplomatic set.

classmates at Marjorie Webster
Scbool for Giris—not to mention
her distinguished mother.
'ilortunrately people don't amicMete me wen may mother here in
Hollywood as they did in Washington", she wad at lunch in the Universial Commisairy,
"Back East they made a fuss
over me and my sister Nancy because mother was treasurer. I never resented it because ner fame
opened up a whole world to us. I
even had a television''show back
there."
Church Group Show
Pat's show big career began at
age 16 when her mother was directing a church group rued snow
in Utah.
"We lived in Bountiful, Utah,
pcpulatron: 5,000," Pat admitted
unself-cenaiously -And when we
moved from that little plaice to
Washington, D. C, it was something like the -Beverly Hillbillies'
moving from the sucks to Beverly
Hills
"But I hated to leave the little
town because I was madly in love
with one of the focal boys."

DEAR A-BBY: A few menthe ago
a friend asked me to escort his
cousin, who is tn a wheelchair, to
a party She truned-osit to be a
charming girl and we had a most
enjoyable time Since then I've dated her several tames. &Mostly drive• becauae getting her in and out
of a car a, in her own words, "quite
• prOdUCI.1011... I am a G011ege senior and a big dance is coming up.
She IONOS music and is an excellent conversistaxialist and I'm au-e
once we got into the place and tattled down she would have a tine
time. She has a collapasble wheelchair and uses a -transfer board."
but I'm sure I could get someone
to help me carry her She doesn't
seen sensitive about,her
but my question is, do you think it
a proper to ask a girt in a wheelchair to a dance?
'G" IN JERSEY
DE tR G.: Get on the subject of
dances, and ask her bow abed feel
about attending one. In escorting
handicapped person. the stairs
A
present the greatest problem. Investigate beoferhand and if the place
can be entered without too big a
"production," explain what is involved and let her make up her
own mind.

•

Iy JOAN O'SOUJYAN
GIFT from your kitchen Is
a personalized present
that shows extra thought.
For a special child, yoe
might make a cookie hou.se.

A

Bottle Carrier
To make the house, use an
ar.pty six-pack sett drink
bottle carrier. Cover it with
sisper-strength Cunene= foil.
then UM confecticriers inigar
frosting to attach graham
crackers or cookies to the
Mies of the container.
A foe-covered cardboard
serves as the roof. Coat it
a-eh frosting and press chocolate mint "shingles' In place.
Finishing Touches
Candies and swirls of Icing
can be used for windows and
for trim. Pink after-dinner
mints make a "cobblestone*
path to the door.
Flank the house with
"trees" — soft drink bottles
covered with aluminum fog
and topped with „paper COOdSR
touched with frosting and
lightly dusted with coconut.
intriguing Preece!
Good enough to eat, the
geoids house is a present to
delight any' child.
Cookies are favorites with
adults, too, so bake up a betels
of Banana Pecan Cookies and
present them in a decorative
iler•
Or let them eat cake—today's Glazed Apple Gift Cake.
Wrap it up prettily and pre.
.
sent it on a cake 'tent
Here are the recipes. —

1LILNA_NA PECAN
COOKII:S
1 pkg. banana cake mte
2 eggs, unbeaten
•e, softened butter
1 (3-ca) pkg. cream
cheese
• e. chapped pecans
Pecan halves
Empty about half of cake
mix into bowl Add eggs, butter, cream cheese; blend. Add
rernain.nr cake mix; blend
well. Stir in chopped pecans.
Drop by teaspoonfuls onto
lighey greased baking sheets.
Top with pecan halves.
Baas at 375.r. about 10
Makes 4'; doz. cookies,
GL.e7)2) APPLZ
GIFT CAKE
1 (1 lb. 4-oz can piesliced apples
114 c. butter Or margarine
•a. light brown sugar,
firmly packed
1 tsp. car.namon
le tsp. nutmeg
c. sifted all-purpose
flour
2 tsp, baking powder
1 tsp. baking soda
'4 tap. salt
c. granulated sugar
3 eggs
1 tbsp, grated lemon dad
2 tbsp. lemon juice
1 C. sour cream
Drain pie-sliced apples.
Salt i. C. butter or Malt.
garne. Add brown cigar, tinno:on, nutmeg. banes,* well.
Spread on leatorn.of Fein.
tube pan lined with wax
paper. Arrange half of apple

Monday, December 14
The WS013 of the Temple Hill
Methodist Church will meet with
Mrs. Keys P'utrell at 7p_m.
•••
'rho Alm° PTA win meet at the
wheal at 7 pm.
• ••
Murray Court 730 and yams) RD
of the Woodmen of the World will
have its family night dintwr at the
American Legion Hall at 6:30 pm.
• ••
Monday, December 14
The Euro/Ian Sunday &tool Olass
of the First Baptist Church will
have its Christmas dinner at the
Woman's Club House at 6 pm. The
dam officers will be In charge.
•••
The Phebian Sunday School Class
of the Fire Baptist Church wnl
meet at the home of Mrs Olinda
Reaves, Lynn Grove Road, at 6:30
pm. for a potluck dinner and
Christmas party
•••
The South Pleasant Grove Homemakens Club will meet at the haste
of Mrs Ellis Rose Paaohali at 10
am. for a Christmas dinner and
exchange of gifts.

•

aces on top of brown sugar
mixture; set aside.
Dice remaining apple slices.
Sift together flour, baking
powder, soda and salt.
Cream together remaining
1 c. butter or margarine and
granulated sugar until light
and fluffy. Add eggs, one at a
tirne; beat well after each addition. Add lemon rind and
on juice.' Add sifted dry in-

Robertson, Jr.

FIV EDAY FORECAST

•••

MIRTSY AWED* 34 18 COW of
— The Dee-day
LOUISVILLE
the Pihtnlow •kc, 014o WM BIM•
potauok sewer Mid andelleall MAT lEenttaray weather outlook, Tuesday through Saturday, by the U.S.
at the Masonic FLA at 6 pm.
•••
Weather,Bureau:
Temperatures will avenge I to
The Murray Wariest's Club will
normal highs of
14 degrees be
hold its general westing and
44 to 50 and normal kegs of 26 to
Clsrietmes prqrrein at the dub
27. It will turn colder through midhouse at 7:30 pm. The program
week with minor date/ variations
Department.
will be by the Mtudc
through Saturday night.
•••
Precipitation will average less
than one-tenth of an inch with pose
Wednesday, December 14
able bght snow or snow flurries
Annual Christmas Pingeam at near the weekend.
the Church School pupils at College Presbytdrian Cheroll at 7 p.m.
with social hour following.
•••

The WSCS of Cole's Camp Ground
Methodist Church will meet for a
potluck supper with Mrs. Charlie
Limiter and Mrs. J. L. Lesalter.,607
Chestnut Stmt. at 6 p.m. Sundblue
friends will be revealed and mows
will be drawn for the new year.
Members are urged to attend and ,
guests are invited.

•••

The Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at the Woman's Club House
at 10 a.m. with Met. Brooks Moody
and Mrs Vernon /goody as heatedness Gifts will be exchanged and amshine friends revealed.
•• •
The Selena Department of the
Murray Woman's Club MR meet
at 6.30 p.m. at the club house with
Meseames John Nanny, Bob Overby,
Don Overby, and hunes Parker as
hosteastss
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle of
the First Methodist Church WSCS
•••
'
Surrounded By bleaelhes
.When Pet was chosen gueen of
will meet at the social hall at 7:30
And now look, she's liar
Regatta her escort was a
DEAR ABBY. You recently print- pm.
by a pack of monsters.
young Whit* House aide, Navy of. ed a letter from a woman who tele•••
_La;
Television won't get a. la
Pierce Jensen—end he's been phoned a nunister and staked him
Tuesday, December IS
Pat until Dec. 31 when me neje, escorting her ever since. The Jen- for a prayer Me could my for her
The W.8.C.8 of Martin's Chapel
her debut on the C33S-TV-Milies.
dim4sans live in Thousand Oaks, Calif., mother, who had just died. He re- Methodist Church will meet with
' Her app
appearance among the
.ind have a sharp pair of sons nam- plied, "I ern too busy to he
you Mrs. Johnson Easley, at 7:00 pm.
bulbs on the show may came as ed Lance and Pierce.
•••
. . and besides, chat good will
The Herta Grove Honwmakers
prayer do her now?"
The mummer was wrong in his Club will meet in the home of
first. remark. But he was right in Mrs. Alfred Taylor at 11 am, for
the Christmas dinner and party.
his seoond.
•••
When a person a dead, it is too
The Brooke Crams Circle of the
late to pray for him. If he died
and went to heaven, he doesn't need First Methodist Church 'W
will
our prayers. If he died and went to have a potluck supper and white
hell, our prayers win not reach hen. elephant gift exchange at the Wesley Foundation at 6 90 pm. Mrs.
&merely yours.
A PENNSYLVANIA MINISTER Joe Nice will give the program.
•••
hostesses will be Mesdames Bin
DEAR ABBY. My husband comes Fandrich. Ruby Jeffrey, Bob Lowe,
from a large family and so do I. Donald Hunter, and Ken Wingert.
•••
Between us we hate 22 MOOTS and
The Suburban Homemakers Club
nephews In the prat we hate always bought than Christmas gifts. will have a poteuck supper at, the
but now that they aren't -children" borne of Mrs Max Farley. 314 Woodany more (sane are now married, lawn, at 6 p.m. with Mrs. Paul
• httle toy or trinket to put under Hodges as collates. "Haar Care
.on.
the tree lo no longer adequate We and Stele" will be the
•••
can t afford es:weave gifts. so II
The Christian women's relievtold all the nieces end nephews
e@ MY side that I wasn't silting ship of the First Christian Church
✓ita this yea: aaa aos to give as will hold its general meeting at the
anything. They all understood and thwart at 9 30 am.
•••
agreed I thank any husband abould
Cluck I and the Faith Doran
call everyone on HIS side and tell
Stem He says as MY Sob! What Circles ut the Fire Methodist
tio you think? I'm not as close to Church W903 wil have a }cant
meeting at the borne of Mrs. Lloyd
his releases as I am to my awn.
WOE IS ME Ramer, 300 Ncrth 10th Street, at
DEAR NOE: Your husband pro- 2 XI pm.
•••
bably isn't any closer to Hit nieces
The Harvest Sundae School Class
and nephews than you are, so be a
good sport and shoulder the load. of the First Baptist Church wet
•••
meet at the home of Mrs. Gus
DEAR ABBY. I don't blame the
husband for getting are because WOO. Los Angeles. Calif For a
his wife asked the telesatecni re- personal reply. encicae a stamped.
pairman to zip up her dress The self-addressed envelope.
•••
way those guys charge. he will probably find at tenet a $2.50 extra
Hate to a rue letters' Send one
"service charge" on the bal.
dollar to Abby. Box 5W700. Los
-MURPH" Angeles, Calif_ for Ahoy 's axikiet.
•••
"HOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR
Conatiak
Problems? Write to ABBY, Box ALL OCCASIONS"
GLAZED APPLE Gift Pak laden with Sider pie-sliced
' apples, is presented gift-wrapped on a glees cake stand.

Sifts from Your kilehen

of the Fret Baptist Ohurett will
beam a pothook knetheen in the felloyalties hail of the church.

Social Calendar
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MONDAY — DECEMBER 14, 1984

•••

GET
RID OF
PESTS

•
•

II

•

•

WE'LL BANISH
THEM FOR GOOD

•

Is the persistent presence
of silverfish getting you
down? We'll get them out
of your house or apartment to STAY outl

The Pottertown Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Mary Dunn.
•• •

Thursday. December 17
The Wa.desboro Hocoanalters Club
will meet with Mrs. Jun Washer at
10 a.m.

GET OUR FREE

•

ESTIMATE

•••

We exterminate pests

The obrothy Circle of the First
Bent 1st Church WMS van meet with
Mrs. Rubin James at 9.30 am.

a

all kinds at low cost

•••

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.m.
•• •

4

Phone 753-3914

Feeley, December It
The Pickles altualay School Chas

Flocked Trees

Sweet Treats
For Christmas

•

•

•

All Sizes - Expertly Flocked

DECORATIONS
Of All Kinds
POINSETTIAS
DOOR HANGERS
CENTERPIECES

Shirley Fietin
SOO N. 4th Street

•

_

*

a

•
. •-

I

(Closed Sundays)

gredients alternately with sour
cream; blend well. Fold in
diced apples.
Pour over apple slices In
pan, Bake in moderate oven.
350'F., 1 hr. and 15 min.., or
until done.
Remove from oven; let
stand 10 min. Turn onto wire
rack; remove paper. Cool
Can be served warm or cold
with hard sauce.

•

What kind of a tiger di fou %feint under your hood? (Have you priced a tiger lately?)
A

FROSTING SECURES cookies to "house" made by coverlag &bottle carrier and cardboard root with aluminum foil.

sees, leee
THE TASTE CONTENTS of a gift cookie jar are Banana
Pecan Cookies, quickly made with packaged banana cake.

It you're handy with a whip and chaff, oo for the 360.hp GTO. It Wm. But then, even the 315-hp GTO bites If you
/ want a slightly more civilized package(but with lots of the GTO muerte),try the Le Mans. You can get it with. eix or
either of two Vale. They all have bucket seats. Carpetinc). And cost le* then some tame cats. So sr pnce a tiger,

WO

Wide -Track Tigers
TO

Pontiac Le Ohms &

RES THE NEW IICWITEALIZ, STAR CI•CF, GRANO MIX, C.ATAAIMA, is MAIM GTO AND 1111WE3T AT TOUR
AUTHCAPTZT 0 KATT IA( OF ALER.

Sanders- Purdom Motor Sales

1906 W. Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

4

•
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DECEMBER 14, 1984
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of time and opporunity; to keep
the mind pure and the judgment
charitable; to extend intelligent
sympathy to those in distress; to
By
cultivate quietness and non-resistTHE ARTS AND CRAFTS CLUB ence; to seek truth and righteousOF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
nesiss4.1 work, love, proy, and serve
daily, 'to aspire greatly, labor
December 9, 1964
Death has again visited our club cheerfully and. take God at His
to travel heavenand taken from our midst a long wood-this
cherished member, Mrs. Rainey T.
Mi-s. Wells was along-time memWells. We pay tribute to one who
Club
has meant mixt', not only to this ber of the Arts and Crafts
had recently
club, but to the whole community. and tho..,gh ill health
active
Thcse who knew Mrs. Wells' prevented her from being
interest in
life would concur in the thought she still maintained her
club. She wiil be
that she was following Greenville the attatrs of the
from our group.
/Leiser's thoughts on "Traveling greatly iniseed
"There is a remembrance of the
Homeward"-To be strung and
te which we turn even from
true; to be generous in praise and dead,
the charms of the living. This we
appreciatice: of others; to impute
exchange for the song
worthy motive even to enemies; to would 1,.it
of p.easure or the bursts of revel'
of
give without expectation
return;
to pr...!ethe hunaiity, tolerence, and
ARTS AND CRAFTS CLUB OF
self-restraira; to make the best use

U4 MEMORIAM

lie

MRS. RAINEY T. WELLS

FORECAST

•

$11 - Tba flrftedsy
St outlook. 'Aisaurday, by the U.S.

wili

•

average $

, normal high, of
mal lows of 36 to
Ader through mid-

( daily

rooms homes to those from. Two in
town, one 3 miles out of town. All
FOR SALE
have electric heat, hardy/mud
floors, utility room and car port.
3 BEDROOM brick 5 miles north
:01NG SERVICE STATION Witon 641 Has hardwood floors, large
ness Stock and equipment for
dinning room and kitchen. Modern
at
the
Ftegiers
Gulf
MaSee
ir.tle
in every way, Price $10,500.
,. at 9th and Sycamore. D-16-C
3 BEDROOM brick, electric heat,
r•IRLS 20" bicycle, new tires, ex- hardwood floors, large living room,
, c.lent Christinss gift. Phone 753- plenty of closets and cabinet space,
D-12-C extra nice bathroom ,on 3', acres
5868 after 5:00 p. m.
3 intim of Murray on black top.
Price $9,750.00. J. 0. Patton Real"GIVE /1. ENE PET
FOR LASTING ENP3YMIDOT", tor, Phone 753-1738 or 753-3558.
D-14-C
Tropical arid Gold Pisb

variations

Y watt.
will average

lass

f an inch with wear snow flurries

•
•

•

E'LL BANISH

Puppies
Parakeets
Guinea Pigs
Hamsters
Turtles
Alligators
White Mice
Monkeys
Supplies for all Your Pets
DELL'S PET SHOP
Five Points
Open Weekdays 8:00 to 6:00
Sundays 1:00 to 5:00
Telephone 753-5151
D-12-C

•

FOR GOOD

stent presence
getting

you

get them

out

use

Or

apart-

•

LY out!

•

JR FREE

BOY'S heavy-duty Schwinn bicycle. Automatic rifle. Phone 753D-16-C
5877

WRITING DESK, solid oak, two
chairs to match. Nice condition.
Good desk for student's room or
business. Contact Eddy Roberts at
barber shop or call night phrtne
D-16-P
753-3301.

, WANTED
FEMALE NEL'

WOMEN everywhere love Avon
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME. 2- Cosmetics! We have a few open
bedroom, living room, dining territories. Call or write Miss Alma
room, kitchen, den, garage, kind- Catlett, P. O. Box 1004 Paduezh,
D- 17-C
staped, near school, park, shop- Kentucky.
ping center. Sec to appreciate.
Phone 753-6850, evenings D-16-P WANTED: Dealer for profitble
Rawleigh busine.% in Calloway Co.
SET OF Hagan Internation- or Murray. Good living at Mart.
al golf clubs. $135.00. Phone 753- Write RawleigDept. KY L 1090.
H-ITP
D- 16-C 101 Freeport, Ill.
E159 after 530 p. m.
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at low cost

'S PEST
TROL

MOBILE

HOMES

BIGGEST SALE NOW

Going

on at

Green Acres Trailer Sales
Highway 51 By-ass
Union City, Tenneekee
ir wide as low
$3595

o

Mrs. C. B. Ford, Chairman
Mrs. S. L. Horn, Secretary

NOTICE

AS

TREE TOPPING, trimming and
removing, quality work, reasonD-23-C
able, 753-5031.

SS' x 10', new early American
Schutt, $4195
One lucky home owner will
receive a
3-day Paid Vacation
for two ol'is $100 expense
money in the Cadilac Hotel,
MU ml Reach, Florida

HOG MARKET

Market Ncws Serget her a gift Federal State
Monday, Dec. 14, 1964 Kenvice,
from ycur Merle Norman Cosmetic
tucky Purchase-Area Hog MarkStudio. 1415 Olive Blvd., Sorority
Including 7 Buying StaBldg. Free Demonstrations. Call et Repur,:.
tions.
753-6926. Stuclio closed, Dec. 26th.
ded Receipt.: 450 Head, BarEstirr.,
D-16-C
rows and Gilts, Steady to 15e
DON T FORGET to

Riohardson-Windsor-T itanChanipiot-New M0011-Frontier-Don-A-Bell and Dayton Travel
Trailers

and 3 180-240 lbs. $15.2515.50; Few U. S. 1 180-220 Ls.
$1550.16 25; U. S. 2 and 3 245270 11x, $14.25-15.25; U. S. 1, 2 and
3 160-175 lbs. S14.25-15.25; U. S. 2
and 3 !-ews 400-600 Ibis. $10.2511.50; U. S. 1 and 2 250-400 lbs.
U. S. 1, 2

JIM ADAMS IGA
Open - 24 hrs. Daily
Closed - Sunday
19th &

American, French Provincial and Modern furniture
We deliver and set-up, up to
100 miles

Chestnut 11-14-C

Early

6-Note of scale
7-Greek letter
8-Clan
9-Folds in skirt
10-Ocean
11-Comparativa
ending
14-Nips
18-FootlIke part
20-Sink in
middle
22-Discharges
from gun
23-Heathmt
25-Soak
27-Fish -eating
mamm•I
28•Coloiong
substanc•..
30. Mournful
32-Chart
36-Church
bench
38-Anon
41 'Prohibited
43-Dine

ACROSS
1•Elitter vetch
4-Bundlee
9-Greek letter
12-Insect egg
13.Inborn
14-Confed
general
1817-ComiLi0io
view
19-Pellets
21-Afternoon
party
22.Blemish
24-Organ of
hearing
21-Cease
20- RhObits
S1-Precious
stone
SS-Music: ite
written
$4.Kingof
n
.
85.tassish:.

MURRAY:

Special

D„,....,and DUO-THERM two-eye stove. See
AT THE MOvIE1
AKC Registered Toy
one 489-2895.
Liclia Cain or
pa. Phone 753-2378 or .ee at
D-18-C
Tonite thru Wednesday-LILITH,
321 South 13th.
Warren Beatty, Jean Seberg, 4Not
puppies
poodle
AKC REGISTERED
Recommended fcr Children.
AKC CHAMPION stock Duchstund
Toys
stock.
and grown breeding
109 N. 17th
pups. 7 weeks old
and minaturee, adorable toy pek- CAPITOL-Tonite biro Wednesday
Street, 753-5089. Must sell by Fripuppy. Beautiful show pon- -WILD AND WONDERFUL, Tony
ingese
D- 15-C
cloy.
ies Selling clue to the death of my Curtis, Christine Kaufmann, TechD-15-C
Bell, Route nieokir.
BEAUTIFUL new brick 3-bed- husband Mrs. Harry S.

MATE

hat. pinta

i

I, Murray, Phone 489-2363. D16-C

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

S7-Hindu
cymbals
39-Note of scale
40-Flap
42-River In
WMes
44-Cornmunlon
plate
44-Projecting
tooth
41-Existed
SO-Fruit cake
111•Short sleep
SS-Heavy
drinker
65•WarbIsr
MI-Separated
61•N•tive metal
62-Claw
IA- B.vsraga
WI- marry
11111-Retall establishment
61 Hurried
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2-Spanish foe
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$544 •4".41. At

Acres Trailer Sales
Finest in Mobile Homes
Highway 51 By-pass
Union City, Teruiessee
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I WAS THE ON& KID IN
CLASS WHO 60T AN 'A' IN
THE GEO6RAPHLe TEST

753-3914
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house with

dinning

and utility rooms, electric heat,
has hook up for automatic washer.
Located in Hazel. Cell 492-3970 or
see H.._fford Orr.
D-15-P
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MARRIAGE E•.iTITLES'no'TO $.41A9-1 HIS
SOCKS,L iSSEN TO HIS COMPLAININ'ALL
DAY AN.HIS SNORI NY ALL NIGHT'
-COOK.
CARRY AN'CLEAN Fa HIM-UT 110'
GOTTA KEEP‘•OUR FEMMY-NINE LCWELINESS
THROUGH IT ALL-SO HE WON'T LOOK AT
OTHER PURTY GALS",
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, STORE

COME IN
AND VISIT

SANTA

WHAT DID YOU
ASK SANTA TO
BRING YOU ?

r-

A POUND OF BUTTER,

A JAR OF PICKLES.
A DOZEN EGGS AND
A LOAF OF BREAD

.)
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AK E
3A:FI
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SHOPPING LIST
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SIATS
PUL-LEEZE,

I'LL MAKE ft DEAL WITH You,GROGGNS
WE TAKE OFc WITH THE LOOT, LEAVIN' Y
ALVIN PANGS BY REAS.ONABL
HEALTNY-OR ELSE -

SHERIFF GROGGINS HAVE MERCY ON ME.

HELLe SUE I'M Ar'F 1011 DON'T
A MJFFLEFt`, DROP THOSE
FOR DEAR ALVIN. HE'S NEEDLES AND
E A-SHOo
VERY SUSCEPTIBLE
To SORE THROATS. DEAR ALVIN NOW

THERE'S ONLY ONE
MOVE T MAKE AT A
TIME LIKE THIS --

K1.1r7:•1G

14110

ANYTHING
FOR HIS
THROAT!
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Mystery May
e Solved On
Nays

MONDAY — PECEMEFII 14, 1964 •

becii detected in those hitting the
'

Account For Energy

This same mechanism, roughly
akin to but veetly more powerful
than the atom-smashing machire.
cieoped by man on eeith. also
.1.:1 recount for the enomious
radio energy which pours from
iii,iustrais of sources ill space.

•
•

By JOSEPH L. MYLES
Acording to Sanckige. writing in
WASHINGTON ,UPt.- Science
, the November Scientific Amerimay have solved anzther myetery
can, recently discovered explodof the universe-the arigin of powing galaxies can qualify as the
erful particles, known as cosmic
ureeding places of this fantastic
rays, which stream irom outer
energY To do so, however, they
space.
most transform mstter into enAce.- rding to Dr. Allan R. Sandarty by some principle more efage of the Mount Wilson and Paloficient than man with his Amar observatories, there is evibombs has dreamed of up to now.
dence that these parti3es. as Wal
as far traveling radio signals, cornet
"We have now photographed one
from exploding galaxies exploit- relatively nearby galaxy in which
ing energy sources new to roan.
an explosion of the necessary magOccassional/y scientists record nitude occurred some 1 5 million
cosmic rays with energies of OR- years ago, a relatively recent event
bons of tilhorel of election volts. as Inet1.01.1refi on the CIARITIK time
By comparison, the energy of a scale." Sanciage said.
splitting atom in an A-bomb is
Streams of nutter bursting from
feeble. Luckily, these monstrously
energetic atomic particles from the center of this galaxy, known
QUADS VISIT QUADS- Born Aug. 22, 1946, in Portland, Ore., the 'ligner quadruplets get
through a hospital nursery window at Portland's newest quads, born to Mrs.
the depths of space are few and as M82. "contain roughly five milAtho Greneaalt, 19, Nov 18. The Tlg-ners are from left i Dee Jerry, August Joe, Carole
tar between by the time they reach lion times the mast; of the Sun,"
Jessie and Beatrice Joseplone,
Sanctage Alai. The energy needed
the earth.
It has long been otspected that to produce this eruption, Sandage
the more powerful cosmic rays calculated, "is about a billion-trilhorsepower."
come front star aggregations. or lion-trillion-trillion
and ntaldinea
'and °Waning seate I
gs.`axiee. whirling in space outaid. These and other duties are I
A
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other stars.
erv. Noi. from the H-bomb's therAdmittedly the many servidl
Physicists had even figured out monuclear reactions--they are far
orhool systems with only one or 111
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Ant,n,g models of heavy
stuff could disappear into its owl It atoi meant' that
make
made of sturdy corrugated
gallops, whinnies, snorts and
sters- and their parents.
gauge steel that have come
gravitational field. As far as out- led by administration should
talks is hard to beat.
every pcsaiole effort to order and
fiberboard will enchant her.
ne
of
one toy assembly
Beetled Player Plus
side observers were concerned, it
pun-hale materials which meet the
It includes a stove with plas- that's as up-to-date as any in Board Games
would !simply have vanished SandThis year his peck is full
necessary standards at the lowest
Board games-and they're
spectacular 'surprises. includ- tic burners that light up, a Detroit is a kennel truck that s
age said no one knows if this exposeible
refrigerator with a separate the last word in transporta- popular with parents because
ing a record player with an 11tereme form of gravitational colthey keep kids quiet include
The first implication is that any
inch screen that presents freezer compartment. a mink tion for canines. It has a clear
lapse -is actually namable."
vista dome and six kennel one that involves shenanigans
schreil system needs an efficient
CENTER ('IT
show-tell programs. Its sup-- with a pump-type faucet that
permits re-circulating water compartments for plastic dogs. on a carnival lot. The a„.aiores
But observations over the next bu,iners office This should be unposed to be for children up to
based on a wide range of zany
few years. he said.. -may illurni- der the direction of a qualified
12-but adults go fur it. ton.. action and a cupboard for
Other Uses
contests.
. nate the mystery" presented by busines administraticn. His jots inWhile a lonch record plays, dishes_
appears
also
Another amusing game
The vista dome
related volves efficient distributicn and
exploding galaxies and
a full-color 15-framia slide
Grocery Moire
on an army truck and on a keeps players entertained
him provides appropriate ilheavenly events which are "the use of supplies, preparation of
The
also
saint
moving
company
via
truck.
kookie
chicks
live.toek
lustrations that change 'in
most energetic ever perceived by.-pccifications, porches-nig of supmakes a corner store unit
Boys .who sail in summer magnetic sticks. The vial Is
tame to the words or music.
plies miiinterance of equipment
man."
with shelves for miniature will get a kick out of a toy to get the chicks to push eggs
I.e..;11-Film Albums
grocery cartons and a check- station wagon with a boat and
into a nest.
lb.
Record-film alburne include out counter complete with cash .trailer. And all boys will be Napoiesede Strategy
register and phone.
fairy talee for toddlers and
Intrigued by such construction
Also intriguing is a game of
history, science and educaA crawl-in playhouse is fun
toys as a mobile crane, a hy- strategy that bases play on
tional subjects for older chil- for girls. Boys will like a
draulic dumper and a concrete the maneuvers of Napoleonic
dren.
crawl-in firehouse or • fold- Mixer.
field marshals.
The record player, which has away gas station.
All in all. Santa's pack has
In bicycles, the one that's
•pl.ret - - four :reeds. can also he used
like their
Since boy s
making the biggest noise has plenty of goodies that children
n• The Nee,
sans aim stnps for regular
It,, 4ncl
‘I
'91 ICED WV/ 11101
fathers seemn to he motor- a motor that sounds off with
will enjoy - and their parents
records.
minded, Santa has packed any a v-rroorn, Just like a car, will. too!
'
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JEWEL BOWS

•

I AKKS HANDWARF

"Gois from Santa

2

Novel Playthings
To Delight Youngsters

Super Right

•

•

PORK
LOIN:

of

7-Rib Roast

PORK CHOPS

lb. 2.9c •

RIB
LOIN — — 69
1ST CUTS lb.:35
LUNCHEON MEAT

LOIN END _

3 „gg

BOLOCCNA or Braunschweirer
11°10 or Mill
v, l'AIRM I it
COUNTP Y HAMS
.'.'T)

lb. 39'

VI

111.1 I:001) ,41.1.111

I super Sight Thick sitcpci

lb. 69'
I 11••• 91,••

2 lbs. 89'

BACON
NI

lb. 39.

It HIGH I

SLICED BEEF LIVER
SPAP

_ _ _ _ lb. 39'
nr I

Snow Flo., KR

_ _ lb. 49'

RIBS
t:mq,

SOI THFISN •TtIt

8 lbs.

CANNED HAMS

Bananas 111
,55 steel

CALIF. N‘VEI

12 for 69

ORANGES
ItAaitT RED DELICIOUS

10 for 69t
APPLES
4-oz. can) 10t
1
HEINZ TOMATO SOUP (10/
IS-es. cans

AAP BARTLETT -

•PEAR HALVES
PlE
eAt )
LAIR-TIEKT 5-(iRAW.- Bottle of 500

7 cans 51.00
48'

ASPIRIN
JANE

PARK ER

FRUIT CAKES
„ :To)?Touter Products
PLAYTIME RANGE of sturdy rot-rugated ilberboarditas
ir,rners that glow, a clock tuner -tied a eetthreugh

Milton iirroll•y 1•
THEI'RE UP to shenanigans with a novel game that
activities and cont,
adnulatva a car rival s fun

getting into trim across
THE NATIONAL CHRISTMAS TREE Is
as workmen fasten a
(background)
from the White House
the ground. Next,
above
feet
72
pinnacle,
big star at the
ornaments.
One
5
and
lights
7,!'.04)

1!.-lh. $1.49

3-lb. $1.95

5-1b. '399
Plitt is

inth

•

3 cans '1.00

CRESTWOOD A SST')

•

CHOCOLATES
2-th. box

$1.19

4-lb. box '2.29
(Tit F rain. wi:D. DFU 16

•
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